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We are launching the STAND initiative. We encourage our Statistics major and minor students, Data Theory students, and Statistics graduate students to become mentors for incoming new students and transfer students who will be joining our programs. Many current students and alumni have stated that a mentoring program would have been helpful for them when they started their academic endeavors. Undergraduate mentors will be paired with incoming students in order to have discussions about academics and other aspects of the UCLA experience. Graduate students will be facilitators and faculty members of the UCLA Department of Statistics will serve as advisors for the entire group.

We hope that this initiative will create stronger community, improve equity, diversity and inclusion, and build relationships that will last after graduation from UCLA. If you have any questions please email stand@stat.ucla.edu.

Please use your g.ucla.edu account to sign in and complete the following form.
Mentors: https://forms.gle/wTqVzJoT352gG6uN9
Mentees: https://forms.gle/rdkUac7axAvVSqc16